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LIVING IN STYbE
INSPIRING INTERIORS WITH A PERSONAL :TOUCH

SIMPLE PLEASURES
IDEAS FOR A WILDLIFE GARDEN
CHIC FOOTSTOOLS & POUFFES
LEMONADES WITH A TWIST

DREAM ROOMS
SERENE SITTING ROOM SCHEME
BOLD COLOUR IN A BRIGHT KITCHEN
USING PATTERN IN A LOFT SPACE

ITALIAN NEW BUILD

Set in the heart of Tuscany, this newfarmhouse,
builtfrom reclaimed stone and brick,
sits harmoniously in the idyllic countryside
WORDS DOMINIC BRADBURY PHOTOGRAPHS RICHARD POWERS

Although the lush green countryside of Val d'Elsa
is only around five miles from the tourist hotspot
of San Gimignano, this Tuscan valley has a feeling of
tranquillity. lt was this sense of peace that enticed Gary
and Marie Zwerling to set up home in the area known for its undulating
landscape and hilltop villages. Having regularly visited Italy for 40
years, the couple prefers this little corner of the world to any other. 'We've
travelled a good deal but we've always liked Italy best and, within Italy,
Tuscany is our favourite place; says Gary. 'We love its natural beauty and
the gentle pace of life. The people are exi:remely friendly, and we both
love Tuscan food and wine. For us, it is the epitome ofrelaxation.'

HOME FROM HOME

ENTRANCE HALL

VERANDA

The Zwerlings consider the
double-height entrance
hall (above) to be one of
the most dramatic and
engaging aspects of the
house. The large chandelier
was chosen to add sculptural
elegance to the space.

The tranquil view is of
land that the couple has
leased to local farmers,
who use it to grow wheat.
The chestnut wood
dining table (below)
was sourced locally.

Bespoke Mira ceiling lamp.
Jan Pauwels at Quasar, quasar.nl.
Sculpture (on table) by Andrea
Roogi. andrearoggi.it.

Bespoke Dedie di Nuova
dining chairs. Riccardo Barthel.
riccardobarthel.it. Seat
cushions in Colette. £156m.
Donghia. donghia.com.

The Zwerlings, who now split their time between Italy and Florida, began
visiting Tuscany regularly around 10 years ago. Having taken early
retirement from their jobs in finance and education, they used their
newly acquired freedom to Cll.'J)lore the region and eventually stumbled
upon Castello di Casole, an estate of 4,200 acres dotted with farmhouses,
set among vast fields and olive groves. Seduced by the surroundings, the
couple eventually decided they would like a home here, and so began
the process of building their own farmhouse.
'One of the reasons we chose to invest in a property here was so that
we could have the flexibility to come and go as we like,' says Gary.
'Although our favourite seasons on the estate ai·e spring ai1d autumn, we
enjoy visiting all year round for at least three weeks at a time. We also
have two grown-up children and grandchildren, and they're able to come
to stay and enjoy the Tuscan lifestyle with us.'
The position that Gary and Marie chose for their house is surrounded
by rolling fields, without a neighbour in sight. Terracotta bricks and tiles

for the estate used to be made on this site, but only the remnants of the
kiln remained. Their farmhouse, therefore, was built from scratch by
the architectural and design team at Castello di Casole, with the layout
and interiors tailored to the Zwerlings' needs.
NATURAL STYLE
Largely constructed from reclaimed stone and brick, and tucked into
the gentle slope of a hill, the property blends harmoniously into the
landscape. A lower level features a dramatically scaled entrance hall and
staircase, as well as guest bedrooms and the all-essential wine cella1;
which was created from what was left of the old brick kiln. The main
living spaces, and two further bedrooms and bathrooms, are situated on
the upper level, with a high-ceilinged sitting room at the heart of the
house. The kitchen and dining area lie beyond, with a separate hidden
pantry and prep area.
Throughout the interior, the stone walls and floors form a neutral
backdrop for the couple's carefully curated blend of Italian contemp
orary furniture, antique pieces and locally sourced artwork. 'The design
team used a palette of colours that all appear in the surrounding
countryside at different times of the year; says Gary. 'Almost everything
here was made or produced in Italy, too, which is just what we wanted
for our modern country farmhouse:
The sitting room flows out to an attractive veranda that overlooks
the garden and swimming pool; furnished with an outdoor dining table
and plenty of seating, its sense of privacy and escape is blissful. For the
Zwerlings, the farmhouse is a true retreat. 'I often sit out on the veranda
if I need to do some work; says Gary, 'but there are so many beautiful
things to look at that my mind quickly starts to drift:

''
Tuscany is ourfavourite

place. We love its natural
beauty and the gentle
pace eflife. For us, it is the
epitome efrelaxation."

KITCHEN

When the weather becomes
too cool to sit outside, coffee
is enjoyed in front of the
large fireplace (above), which
sepiu·atcs the kitchen from
the adjoining dining area.
Bespoke Noble armchairs;
bespoke Margarita counter
chairs. all Donghia. donghia.com.
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''
Stone walls andfloors

form a neutral backdropfor
the curated blend efItalian
contemporaryfurniture
and antique pieces."

SITTING ROOM

The fil'c surround (above)
was inspired by those
often seen in local poderi
(farmhouses). The coffee
table was crafted using
antique doors placed atop
a wrought iron base.

Vintage clock face, La Casadei
Sogni. lacasadeisogniarezzo.it.
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SITTING ROOM

The painting (right and below
left) is of a Tuscan scene and
is one of several by local
artists displayed in the house.
Painting by Linda Leupold,
lindaleupold.com. Bespoke
Noble armchairs, Donghia,
donghia.com. Bangkok
ottoman, from £1,170, Flexform
at Everything but Ordinary,
everythingbutordinary.co.uk.
MAIN BEDROOM

In keeping with the local
vernacular, the terracotta
roof tiles (below right) have
been left exposed. The house
was built in the traditional
style but using modem
consb·uction methods and
insulation to make it suitable
for 2Ist-cenhtry living.
Bespoke bed, Calattini, calattini.
com. Bespoke wardrobes,
GM Giancarlomerlin,
giancarlomerlinmobili.com.
GUEST BEDROOM

A sofa and desk have been
added to this room (below),
so that visitors have a
versatile space to which
they can retreat when
seeking peace and quiet.
Bespoke four-poster bed.
Calattini, calattini.com.
Bespoke sofa bed, Respace,
respace.it. Grace lamps in
Pigeon Grey, Porta Romana,
portaromana.com.
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''
The interiors ae based on
r

a palette efcolours that
all appear in the surrounding
countryside at different
times efthe year."
BATHROOM

EXTERIOR

The gold mosaic tiles (above
left) were chosen to echo
the yellow notes that dot the
landscape in summer and
autumn, while the bath was
positioned to allow bathers
to take advantage of the ,�cw.

The new farmhouse, with its
traditional tiled roof, makes
use of recycled stone and
timber, which helps to settle
the building naturally into
the surrounding landscape.

Evoque tub, Di Masi at
Archiproducts, archiproducts.
com. Goccia basins. £1.159.20
each: Goccia taps, £537.60 each,
both Gessi at cphart.co.uk.
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Architecture, interior design
and landscaping, Castello di
Casale, castellodicasole.com.
Victor sun loungers. £400
each, Varaschin at Luxedeco,
luxdeco.com.

Heidi chest of
drawers. H79x

W76xD46cm,

£1,812. Oficina

lnglesa. 020
72264569.

oficinainglesa.com.

Ellington hanging
lamp.H35x
Dia35cm. £140,
Oka, 0333 004
2042. oka.com.

ITALIAN NEW BUILD

Fotis pot. H75xDia50cm.
£395. Pots and Pithoi. 01342

BEINS RED

714793.potsandpithoi.com.

Echo the modern rustic style

of the Zwerlings' home with

natural materials and textures

Miro side table.

H46xDia45cm.
£2,166. Porta
Romana.
01420 23005.

Elenor lamp in
Ivory Crackle. H76x
Dia22cm. £335:
Flat drum shade in
Oyster Glaze. £84.
Heathfield & Co.
01732 350450.

portaromana.com.

heathfield.co.uk.

Soria silk
cushion in Navy.
30x45cm,£92.
th2 Studio.
020 73491289.

'/

th2studio.co.uk.

Blenheim oak
coffee table.

H4lxW90xD60cm.
£420. Neptune.
01793 427300.

neptune.com.

J
Sorgues wardrobe. Hl55xW110x
D55cm. £2,550. Roche Bobois.

020 7317 8828. roche-bobois.com.
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